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vladimir putin delayed russias moves toward
becoming a developed market economy for
decades. when he first came to power, putin
declared aspirations for engagement with the
developed western world and warned against
government interference in politics, civil liberties,
and the economy. if russia had followed the
footprint of reforms promised in the early putin era,
it could have been a totally different country by
nowa responsible, respected player on the global
stage. contrary to putins rhetoric of restoring russias
greatness, russia is increasingly isolated and faces
unprecedented international sanctions that exclude
its future positive economic development. in april
2001, just weeks after putin announced the
dissolution of the communist party, the first
antigovernment protests broke out in moscow. over
the next few months, there were similar protests in
a number of cities, including st petersburg, kazan,
tomsk, and barnaul. activists put up tents in public
squares, sang pro-democracy songs, and opposed
putin and his policies. the protests were very young:
95 percent were between the ages of 18 and 29,
and around 60 percent were students. the
participants were largely made up of urban
professionals with middle-class values, and non-
russians comprised about a fifth of the total. they
were extremely diverse in terms of their
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backgrounds, political views, and occupations. they
were also very much a grassroots movement, not a
top-down structure: the leaders were not party
bosses or security officials, but they were activists
who had been involved in antigovernment
movements for years.
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aron's book is an essential addition to the canon of
russian studies. it is the first full-scale analysis of
the cultural and political climate in which vladimir

putin came of age. in the course of doing so, it
presents a portrait of the milieu he grew up in and
of the role it played in his political life. although the
economy is in a downward spiral, there is a growing
resistance to putin and his regime, which makes it
even more difficult for him to rule. the people have
become increasingly disenchanted with putin and
his popularity ratings are constantly low. however,
the most significant change has been that young

russians who grew up under putin dont know what
free discussion is or what democracy means. a
society where one can make money only by not

interfering in politics and not criticizing the
authorities forces people to give up all options
beyond their personal life and work. there is

enormous anxiety in russian society, which is only
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growing as the coronavirus and economic crises
worsen. the most significant change putin has made
in russia is that young russians who grew up under

putin dont know what free discussion is or what
democracy means. a society where one can make
money only by not interfering in politics and not

criticizing the authorities forces people to give up all
options beyond their personal life and work. there is
enormous anxiety in russian society, which is only
growing as the coronavirus and economic crises

worsen. on may 7, 2000, vladimir putin was sworn in
as president of russia. it was the first of four

inaugurationsand counting. four months earlier,
boris yeltsin unexpectedly stepped down, elevating

the prime minister and former security services
head to the position of acting president. when

elections were held in late march, yeltsins anointed
successor won just over half the votes, a slim

majority that prevented a runoff and shifted russias
trajectory immeasurably. 5ec8ef588b
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